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A lot of works are devoted to security checking of web-services. In our previous papers, we considered various 
topics in this area, such as approaches for filter design [1] and sanitization [2]. In [3], we started to analyze how 
automata equations can be used to describe malicious user inputs. In this work, we join our efforts in order to combine 
the theory of solving automata equations with practical results on web-service security checking. 

Given a PHP program for which we would like to describe malicious user inputs that later should be sanitized, a 
dependency graph for this program can be constructed. The next step is to derive automata that are associated with 
nodes in the graph, particularly for the sink node that usually represents a sensitive function in the web application. The 
intersection S of this automaton with the automaton that represents attack patterns allows drawing a conclusion whether 
a vulnerability can be exploited. The latter happens when the intersection is not empty [1, 2]. In this case, the 
sanitization is needed for the given description of malicious user inputs. In this joint work, we discuss some approaches 
to constructing characteristics of malicious user inputs. 

In [1], it is suggested to use functions PreConcatPrefix and PreConcatSuffix for constructing automata that 
characterize all potential malicious user inputs through the backward symbolic analysis. Given the set A of some fixed 
sequences, the function PreConcatSuffix allows to find all sequences  such that the concatenation with at least one 
sequence of the set A is forbidden:  αA:   S. Correspondingly, given another set B of sequences, the function 
PreConcatPrefix allows to find all sequences  such that the concatenation with at least one of the sequence in set B is 
forbidden:  B:   S. This approach was implemented in the tool Stranger [4] for vulnerability analysis.  
However, in fact, this approach can be undoubtedly applied when set A (or B) corresponds to one node in the 
dependency graph, i.e. contains a single sequence. When set A (or B) has several sequences we get false alarms as we 
miss the important information, in particular, for which  () this  () can lead to an attack. As the consequence, a 
user can be rather unhappy after superfluous sanitization. 

In automata notations, the function PreConcatPrefix corresponds to the right quotient (the algorithm of deriving 
right quotient is described in [5]); similarly, the function PreConcatSuffix corresponds to the left quotient. The right 
quotient is the solution for the inequality X.B ≥ S, while the left quotient is the solution for the inequality A.X ≥ S. And 
both quotients detect dangerous sequences but can also provide false alarms. 

For another type of inequalities, i.e., X.B ≤ S and A.X ≤ S, false alarms are not possible. However, in this case, 
we can miss some forbidden (dangerous) sequences, since the maximal solution to the equation A.X  S contains every 
 that is forbidden for each α  A.  

In this work, we suggest to decide the above problem by modifying the algorithm of finding the left/right 
quotient in such a way that it can be applied for the given set A (or B) that corresponds to more than one node in the 
dependency graph, i.e., contains more than one sequence. If the automaton that describe S is a tree automaton, then we 
can store the information of the connection between corresponding sequences  and , in order to avoid false alarms 
and thus, organize the sanitization process in a more refined way. Our next step is to try this approach for real life 
examples. 
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